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Although we’re nearer to the end of 2018 than the beginning, and the
nights are getting shorter and the shops are starting to fill with
Christmas tat, the month of September feels like it’s full of new starts

for many. Whilst it might be the same familiar daily grind for us adults, the
younger generations are progressing in year groups, moving schools, starting
schools and even going to college and university. It’s a time in one’s life to
embrace the changes and look forward to whatever the future will throw at
you. The Total Tattoo kiddies are all moving ahead – one is just starting
school, while my two are fast approaching their GCSEs.

Last month, students worldwide received the results of their exams. There
will have been sighs of relief and high-fives for a lot of them, but
disappointment for those who didn't make the grade. In England, results are
so often based only on those crucial exams; there is no consideration for
coursework during the term, which I personally believe is totally wrong. You
could be a model pupil and it could all be ruined by sickness, nerves or just
an 'off' day.

I was terrible at school. My grades were abysmal and I spent a lot of my art
school years painting abstract splodges onto sheet metal. It was the eighties,
OK? If you were to judge me on those particular grades, then I would never
have got anywhere. I'm always aware that I’m lucky to have landed jobs where
exam results didn't matter. What I had to offer as an employee what was
counted. If you’d told sixteen-year-old me that I would end up running an
international magazine, I probably would have laughed in your face (or asked
what an 'international magazine' was!)

Interestingly, when we interview tattooists for Total Tattoo we often ask them
about their education. Although this particular answer doesn't always appear
in the final edit, it's incredibly common for an artist to tell us “I was terrible
at school”, or “I failed art”, or something along those lines. And these are
artists who are considered world-class, work the best conventions, have won
countless awards and have year-long waiting lists. They are driven, talented
and considered anything but ‘failures’.

So if you’re one of those people who is weighed down by concerns about
exams, grades or passes – don’t worry. You are worth so more than a series
of marks on a sheet a paper. Life has a way of working things out, trust me.

WELCOME to 168

•      Total Tattoo has one of the best reputations 
       in the business - respected by tattooists and 
       tattoo fans alike.

•      Advertising in Total Tattoo is great value for 
       money. An advert can pay for itself many times 
       over with the extra business it brings in.

•      Most copies of Total Tattoo are read by more 
       than one person - passed around among 
       friends or in tattoo studios etc.

BOOST
YOUR

BUSINESS
with Total Tattoo

Tens of thousands of people read Total
Tattoo worldwide. Why not tell them
about your product, service, studio or

website.

Call Lizzy on 

01603 958062
or e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Ask for our media card – you’ll be amazed at how
reasonable our rates are. We can discuss your 
requirements with you, and we will
work out the best price deal
to suit you too.  We can even
design and create your advert
for you, at very little extra cost.

You’re holding a copy of Total Tattoo in your hand
so you know the quality and passion that goes
into it.  The same quality and passion goes into
the service that we offer our advertisers.

e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Perry
Editorial Team
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

'Too often we've used tests to
punish students or, in some

cases, to punish schools.'

Barack Obama
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NEWS AND REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and
delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in
here. Send us your news items, books or products
for review and items of general curiosity and
intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.

News, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU

TATTOO OLE: THE BATTLE CONTINUES BREX-INK BRITAIN

Tattoo Ole, described as the birthplace of
Danish tattooing, is reputedly the oldest tattoo
shop in the world. Tattoo legend Ole Hansen
bought the premises in 1947 and worked
there for forty years, but it’s believed that
tattooists have been working continuously at
that address since 1884. (Check out our
interview with Tor Ola Svennevig, later in this
issue of Total Tattoo, to find out more about
Ole Hansen's important place in the the
history of tattooing.) The building itself,
Nyhavn 17 – alongside Copenhagen's

picturesque old harbour – is now the subject
of a legal battle because its owners want to
use the space currently occupied by the tattoo
studio for a new restaurant kitchen – which
means Tattoo Ole is facing the threat of
closure. The case comes to court on 14th
September. If you'd like to sign the online
petition and support the effort to save this
piece of real tattoo history, head to
www.ipetitions.com/petition/save-
the-worlds-oldest-tattoo-shop

In Total Tattoo issue 161 we brought you news
of the investigation into tattoo inks currently
being carried out by ECHA (the European
Chemicals Agency, part of the European
Union). This investigation is happening in
response to concerns about the potentially
hazardous substances that have been found in
some inks from unregulated sources.

A proposal to implement restrictions on the
use of these hazardous substances (of which
there are some 4,000!) is likely to be voted on
by EU member states in the middle of next
year. The UK, of course, will not have a say in
the matter as it is due to leave the EU before
then. We understand from press reports that
any new laws would apply to the UK during
the transition period, but would not
necessarily remain in force after Brexit. There
are currently no universally applicable
standards for tattoo ink ingredients in the UK
(although existing legislation does go some
way to protect against known hazards) but
some commentators have expressed the
opinion that the UK is likely to introduce its
own laws to match any new EU legislation.

If you are at all worried about the chemicals
that might be in your tattoos, ask your
tattooist for information and advice, and if you
have specific health concerns, do talk to a
medical professional. (This could be especially
important if you are considering laser tattoo
removal, which breaks the ink down into its
constituent parts and circulates it around the
body.) If you are getting a new tattoo, you
might think about keeping a note of the tattoo
ink your artist used, just in case you develop a
reaction afterwards. And do of course contact
a medical professional without delay if you
experience any unusual symptoms or become
unwell as a result of being tattooed.

STOP DIRTY HARRY!
According to local news media, a rogue tattooist who has come to be known as 'Dirty
Harry' has been tattooing underage kids in Southend, Essex. And as if that's not worrying
enough, he's been posing as a tattooist from well known Southend shop, Studio 9. The illegal
activities of the scratcher came to light when the parents of a sixteen year-old girl who had
been tattooed by him phoned Studio 9 to complain. They asked for “Harry” (which by
complete coincidence is the name of the studio's receptionist) and it soon became
apparent that the person who had tattooed their daughter was not connected with the
shop at all. Hearing about other similar occurrences too, Studio 9 did all they could to get
the message out there to warn people about the con artist – firstly to protect potential
victims (because 'Dirty Harry' clearly had no regard for proper hygiene procedures or
other safeguards) but also to protect Studio 9's name as a reputable professional
establishment. As we go to print, we understand that 'Dirty Harry' has now been identified
and has been reported to the police. Anyone with any information about his activities is
urged to contact the relevant authorities.
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WIN A JACKNIFE POSTER!

SPIT DON’T SWALLOW

As well as reading about those fabulous people from Jacknife Prints in our interview in this issue
of Total Tattoo Magazine, you could also win one of their amazing creations! We have five hand-
printed posters to give away, including all three of the classic Bristol Tattoo Convention posters,
plus the 2018 poster for the Queens of the Stone Age Finsbury Park gig and the 2012 poster for
The Misfits. You can check out the whole range at www.jacknifeprints.com

To be in with a chance of winning, simply answer the following question…

Who is the famous Victorian engineer, with close links to
Bristol, featured on Jacknife’s Bristol Tattoo Convention
poster from 2016?

A. Isambard Kingdom Brunel
B. Isambard United Kingdom
C. Isambard Crème Brulee

Email your answer to comps@totaltattoo.co.uk with JACKNIFE in the
subject line, to reach us no later than 5th October.  The senders of the
first five correct entries drawn out of the hat will each win a poster
(please put your first choice in your email – Queens of the Stone Age,
The Misfits, or the Bristol Tattoo Convention – and we will do our best
to oblige, subject to availability). Usual terms and conditions apply (see
p4/5).

GERMAN LASER
LAWS TO CHANGE?
According to recent press reports,
moves are afoot in Germany to
introduce changes to legislation that will
mean only medical professionals are
permitted to carry out laser tattoo
removal. It will be interesting to see if
other countries follow suit. We'll keep
you posted on developments.

We've picked up an alarming story about fake piercings that
are putting children and young people's lives at risk (with
several teenagers in the Midlands already ending up in
hospital, according to reports in local newspapers). The
product in question is a fake tongue piercing that consists of
two small magnetic parts that hold together on either side of
the tongue to give the impression of a real piercing. They're
hugely popular and readily bought online. The danger comes
from the fact that they can be so easily swallowed by accident,
with the possibility that the magnetic parts will cause serious
internal damage by pulling parts of the intestine together,
resulting in the need for surgery. Although the product is legal,
trading standards authorities are on the case to alert people
to the potentially serious health hazards. Anyone who
swallows one of these fake piercings is strongly advised to
seek immediate medical attention even if they are not
experiencing any pain or discomfort. We wish those already
affected a speedy recovery. 
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Rick Genest, known to many as Zombie
Boy, has died aged 32. According to news
stories, he fell from the balcony of his flat in
Montreal; it has been widely reported that
he took his own life.

Zombie Boy began his tattooed career
performing in sideshows and appearing at
tattoo conventions, but he was soon
discovered by the mainstream media and
rapidly achieved celebrity status as a model.
He modelled for Thierry Mugler amongst
others, was the face of Jay-Z's label
Rocawear, and appeared in numerous high-
end catwalk shows and magazine shoots
(including Vogue Hommes Japan). He also
featured prominently in L'Oréal's highly
successful marketing campaign for their
Dermablend make-up, in a video in which
his tattoos are covered by their concealer
product. He also had roles in films,
including Keanu Reaves's '47 Ronin'. Most
famously, perhaps, he was a good friend of
Lady Gaga – he has often been described as
her muse – and appeared alongside her in
the video for 'Born This Way' (in which she
wears make-up to match his tattoos).

Rick Genest was born in LaSalle, Quebec.
As a teenager, before he had any tattoos, he
was diagnosed with a brain tumour, but

underwent pioneering life-saving surgery.
After leaving home, he spent several years
sleeping rough and earning money as a
'squeegee kid'. He began to get tattooed, but
had no overall plan for his ink until he met
tattoo artist Frank Lewis, with whom he
devised and created his unique look. He was
21 when he had the famous skull design
tattooed on his face. The rest, as they say, is
history. Following Shannon Larratt's post on
BME's ModBlog and a feature in Bizarre
Magazine, photos of him began to appear
around the world and he shot to fame on an
international scale. (We were privileged to
interview him in Total Tattoo issue 93, back
in 2012.)

A 3.5m sculpture of Zombie Boy by
acclaimed artist Marc Quinn is due to be
unveiled at The Science Museum in London
in autumn 2019. Called 'Self-Conscious
Gene', it will welcome visitors to the new
Medicine Galleries. Check out
www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/about-
us/press-office/marc-quinn-create-monumen
tal-sculpture-new-medicine-galleries for
more details.

On social media, Lady Gaga described the
loss of Rick Genest as “beyond
devastating”. She is movingly reported as

saying, “We have to work harder to change
the culture, bring mental health to the
forefront and erase the stigma that we can't
talk about it. If you are suffering, call a
friend or family today. We must save each
other.” In press reports, Rick Genest was
described by his agency as someone who
“charmed all hearts”, and they added,
“Thank you ZB for these beautiful moments
in your company and for your radiant
smile.”

Zombie Boy's presence and his inspiration
will be missed by many. We offer our
sincere condolences to those who were
close to him.

RIP Zombie Boy 
7th August 1985 - 1st August 2018
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Bulleit Bourbon has launched a stunning range of tattoo-inspired bottle designs – by US artists
Shawn Barber, Jess Mascetti, Thomas Hooper and Jason Kundell.  The brief was to come up with a
design that combines Bulleit's 'Frontier' vibe with an image representing the artist's city (LA, New
York, Austin and Portland respectively). Each bottle also features a QR code which, when
scanned, will bring the design to life in digital form. As we go to print, we have yet to confirm
whether these special edition bottles will be on sale in the UK – but if you’re a connoisseur of
Kentucky straight, keep a lookout for them! Check out www.bulleit.com for the whole story
of Bulleit Frontier Whiskey.

Listed buildings that have been identified as
being of special historic interest are subject to
very tight planning controls. And rightly so!
Anyone who remembers the tragic and
widespread loss of so much of our heritage in
the building boom of the postwar years will
know how important it is to protect our
historic built environment from unsympathetic
development and needless destruction.
However, there are times when other factors
come into play in a local council's decision-
making process – and that's exactly what
happened in Weymouth recently.

Elite Tattoos and Piercings decided to deco-
rate the front of their listed building with
some very eye-catching art – on a huge scale.
The problem was, conservation officers felt
the paint job was unacceptable for their archi-
tecturally significant frontage. According to
local newspaper stories, there’s been a good
bit of bureaucratic to-ing and fro-ing over past
months, involving retrospective planning appli-
cations, appeals and refusals, but councillors
recently voted that Elite could keep their
enormous lantern (which imaginatively incor-
porates the shop's oriel window); all they
need to do is remove the rather dramatic
flames. The stunning paint job obviously plays a
role in promoting the shop and helping to
keep the building in use as a thriving business
premises – and that’s apparently what swung
the decision Elite’s way. Sighs of relief all
round, we imagine!   

If you visit your local library, you probably
wouldn't expect to get tattooed at the same
time as borrowing a few books or DVDs... but
that's exactly what was on offer at the public
library in Denver, Colorado recently. They got
together with local shop Certified Tattoo to
turn part of the library into a pop-up studio
for the day, and offer all library visitors the
chance to get inked! Massive queues formed
and hundreds of people waited in line for sev-
eral hours (many of them well-prepared with
chairs, snacks – oh, and books of course). The
idea was to get a book-related or literary-
themed design, and a proportion of the pro-
ceeds went towards boosting the library
funds. The event brought lots of people into
the library who wouldn't otherwise have
thought of going there. Nando Mondragon of
Certified Tattoo said in press interviews that it
was both exciting and nerve-wracking, but ev-
erything went extremely well on the day. He
himself has very fond memories of visiting
public libraries when he was young, and he
says he's sure all the art books he read played
a big part in inspiring him to become the artist
he is today. He was delighted to be able to
give something back, and perhaps encourage
other people to make more use of their public
library too.
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Hannah Oliver RIP

We were deeply saddened to hear of the death of tattooist Hannah
Oliver (known as Han Maude) on August 5th. 

Hannah was based at Infinite Ink in Coventry and was known for
her illustrative dotwork tattoo style, inspired by Disney, anime and
all sorts of other contemporary pop culture imagery. Her work is
currently on display in the '100 Hands' exhibition as part of
‘Tattoo: British Tattoo Art Revealed’ at the Portsmouth Historic
Dockyard until January 2019. She was a talented artist who was
taken from us too soon.

Hannah will be remembered by her friends and co-workers as
funny and genuine – someone who would make people smile with

her stories and brighten their day with her energy. She was a
fighter, who used all her inner resources to battle the rare form of
lung cancer that eventually took her life. Our thoughts are with her
family and those who were close to her.

Hannah was passionate about raising awareness of rare cancers,
and if you would like to support the EHE Rare Cancer Charity,
you can do so here: www.ehercc.org.uk/donate

A GoFundMe page has been set up by Hannah’s co-workers who
are raising money for her funeral costs. If you would like to
donate, please follow this link: www.gofundme.com/funeral-cost-
fund-for-hannah
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‘I know my style
isn't for everybody,
but I want to push
the boundaries.’
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I
n the recent extreme heatwave, it was difficult to escape the hot,
thick air that seemed to settle so heavily over the whole of London.
But inside über cool studio Seven Doors – on the aptly named

Fashion Street in the East End – the temperature was, thankfully,
somewhat more comfortable. That's where I met Teide, one of Seven
Doors' resident artists, for an in-depth conversation about his unique
avant-garde work.

Seven Doors is a truly inspirational studio space, with art and personal knick-knacks adorning

every tattooist's station. Teide’s workspace contains dolls, masks, traditional tattoo acetates

and many other intriguing artefacts and artwork in addition to his own flash. “I think it’s

really important for a studio to have a creative atmosphere,” Teide tells me. “Tattoo studios

should look like tattoo studios. The new shops, with their graphic or minimal style, are far too

clinical. And you need the familiar studio sounds. If everyone stopped using coils and

switched to rotaries, it would be too quiet! And the smell of Dettol… That's the smell of a

tattoo studio!”

Words and photos by Lizzy 

Tattoo pictures courtesy of Teide
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Teide originates from Spain and began tattooing

just over ten years ago. His interest in graffiti led

him to pursue a degree in graphic design. “But to

be honest, I found myself focusing more on

illustration during my university course,” he tells

me, “and by the end of it, I was tattooing! I'd

always liked tattoos. I started getting tattooed

when I was only 16 and I was very keen to learn

how to do it. I was a bit scared to actually start, so

I put it off, but when I finished university I knew it

was what I wanted to do full-time. And once I

started there was no stopping me.”

“I never did an apprenticeship,” he continues. “I

taught myself. Some people might look down on

that, but that’s how I did it. It's so much easier to

learn now. I think if I was starting today, it

wouldn't take me nearly as long to learn the basics.

I really had no idea how to go about it. I decided to

get tattooed by people I liked and watch how they

worked. I saw it as a tutorial. But I never asked

questions; I just observed. I was also lucky in that

a lot of my friends were tattooists, so I could find

out what I needed to know from them. I’ve been

tattooing for ten years now and I’m still learning

every day. Tattooing isn’t just about becoming

proficient in one style, or having lots of followers

on social media. It’s all about a love for the art.” 
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We talk about the fact that tattooing is now a much

easier career option than it used to be, but a lot of

the old skills are sadly being lost. “Yes,” agrees

Teide, “I think people are missing out on learning

the details. Questions such as 'What's the

difference between these needles?' or 'How can I

fix this machine?' just don’t get asked. They’re

seemingly little things – but to me, when I was

learning, they were really important. I wanted to

know how the machine worked, how it was built

and who built it. Back in the day, you had to study

everything if you wanted to be a tattoo artist. Now,

you just have to trace something, tattoo it, and

whack a filter on it on Instagram.”
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Teide is the kind of tattooist who has a multitude of different tattoo machines. Apart from the

odd rotary, he tends to lean towards coils. He's never considered branching out into machine

building, but it's certainly something that fascinates him. “Those sorts of skills are rapidly

disappearing, though”, he comments ruefully. “When I first came to London and started at

Jolie Rouge, I remember Matt Difa telling me I had to know how to make needles if I was

going to work in his studio. I quickly realised how important this was. If you didn’t know how

to make needles, you could have no understanding of how they behaved or how they were

grouped. Nowadays, it's so easy to buy blindly online. But I loved acquiring that kind of

knowledge.”

Teide’s imagery might be graphic and surreal, with its own crazy energy, but his tattoo

techniques are solidly traditional. His work is characterised by classic bold outlines, flat

colour and whip-shading. He enjoys exploring how he can repeat one particular image – dolls’

faces or cats’ heads for example – in different tattoo designs, creating an intriguing series of

leftfield inventions. His main influences are artists such as Dan Higgs, El Monga, Deno,

Thomas Garcia and others whose fluid take on the traditional Western style has helped shape

contemporary tattooing. Now, Teide is making his own distinctive mark. “In essence, what

I’m trying to do is give classic imagery a surreal twist,” he explains. “I’m looking at new

textures too, and seeing what I can add into my tattoos to make them look a little bit different.

I know my style isn't for everybody, but my belief is that if you’re constantly introducing new

things it makes it harder to disappear! That's why, for me, it’s so important to keep refreshing

my work and pushing the boundaries. At the end of the day, it’s my career.”
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While we're on the subject of tattoo genres, I wonder what Teide thinks about the more naïve

tattoo styles that are now emerging? “To be honest, I think that whole thing is just a passing

fad,” is his forthright reply. “People are entitled to get whatever they want of course, but I

don’t understand why people would want something like that when they could have a tattoo

that is well designed and well executed.”

When Seven Doors opened in 2014, Teide joined the team. The artists were already friends, so

there was a feeling of being on an equal footing. The studio has a family feel, and Teide tells

me his progression as a tattooist is due in no small part to the help and support of his fellow

artists. “When I started here, I was trying too hard to do everything super big and super bold.

But I took on board the advice everyone gave me about making my work lighter, and doing

thinner lines, and I think my tattoos are much better now. They were right! But I can't beat

myself up about past mistakes; it's about moving on and improving all the time. I've always

felt it's important to listen to people who have been tattooing longer than me; they will always

have something they can teach me.”

Teide is lucky with his clients. His adventurous aesthetic means the brief will usually be 'Do

what you want'. Whilst this is a dream come true for most tattooists (and Teide admits it’s a

great position to be in) it can also create a pressure of its own. “It’s good to have a bit of

creative guidance, no matter how vague it might be. Even if it’s just one element of the piece,

at least I have a direction in which to go.” 
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The majority of Teide's tattoos are relatively

small. This is partly due to the difficulty of

finding customers who want large-scale work

(with the rise of the 'collector', they're

becoming something of a rarity) and partly

because the composition of Teide's designs is

ideally suited to a more modest scale of

execution. “I think my tattoos are definitely of

the one-shot type. Not many people want a

backpiece in this kind of style; they want

something more elegant!” he says with a

smile.

And what if somebody wants a design that’s

already been done? “If somebody asks for

something I’ve done before I won't say no,”

explains Teide, “but I’ll change the design

slightly so that it’s different from the original –

at the same time as still being what they want.

If someone asks for a matching tattoo with

their partner, family or friend, then that’s a

different matter of course, but the general rule

is that I don't do exact repeats of what I've

done before. If it's a tiger, for example, then I

might change the eyes slightly.”

While we’re on the subject of copying, I ask

Teide how he feels about other tattooists using

designs straight out of the book he's recently

published. “I’ve tried to make it clear which

designs I’ve tattooed already, but it’s

impossible to control. If people want to copy

the designs, then fuck it, do it. I did the same

when I started tattooing. I think everybody did.

If it helps someone to learn, then that’s OK.

What's the point of getting angry with

something that you can’t do anything about?”

This pragmatic approach links with Teide’s

background in graffiti – an art form where the

final product is very much at the mercy of

elements outside the artist's control. “Someone

can come and cover your work, so you can't

get precious about it. But then again, you don't

get paid to tag a wall. Maybe people get more

protective about tattoo designs because there's

money involved.” 

Teide's first book (now completely sold out) is

a real work of art. He set himself the task of

painting a sheet of flash every week for a

whole year. And he's now working on a second

volume. “When I started tattooing, one of the

things I was really crazy about was painting

flash,” he explains. “It’s how I got my first

customers. So I decided to push myself to

produce these books. It's really difficult! Each

sheet has four to six different designs on it. I
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just want to show people that flash sheets are still cool. Don’t

get me wrong, it's amazing what you can do with an iPad, but

I think painted and drawn flash should be kept alive.” 

As our conversation draws to a close, I ask Teide what he

believes every new tattooist should learn. “Respect for

tattooing”, is his immediate reply. I ask him to elaborate.

“When you start tattooing, you need to realise that it's all

about you and the customer working together. Even if it's just

a walk-in! You need to listen to any criticism that other artists

give you. That criticism is important information. If you work

hard you can be good. Nobody is born with the ability to draw

a backpiece, if you know what I mean [laughs]. You have to

work at it. Listen to the advice of people who have been doing

it longer than you. The only way we can evolve is if we all

share with each other. That’s so important. So many artists sit

in their shops and don't really talk to anyone. They come in

and put their headphones on, and that's it. But the friendly way

is so much better. If we start bitching and keeping secrets,

we're not going to progress. At the end of the day, we’re lucky

to be in our situation. We can wear what we want, work our

own hours, play our music... Tattooing is fun. Enjoy it!”

Teide

Seven Doors Tattoo

55 Fashion St, Shadwell, 

London E1 6PX

Tel: 020 7375 3880

Instagram: @teidetattoo

teidetattoo.bigcartel.com

www.sevendoorstattoo.com





Sylvia and her team from Ultimate Skin have successfully
established the Leeds Tattoo Expo as a top-notch convention
with a really strong international line-up of great tattooists.

For the second year running, the Expo was held at the First Direct Arena – which is really close
to the city centre, making it both easy to find and easy to get to. Around 200 artists supported
the show and although the venue is very dark, every booth was serviced by internal lighting to
give the artists a decent working environment.

I think it would be fair to say that traditional and neo-trad were definitely the strongest styles
represented here, with the likes of Daryl Watson, Fraser Peek, Sneaky Mitch, Jenko, Matt Hart
and Gibbo showcasing their work. And for the convention-going public, these particular styles
have the huge advantage of being ideally suited to walk-ups, so you can easily get tattooed on
the day. But it was of course also mesmerising to watch the realism and black-and-grey artists at
work (all of whom were booked up in advance). There was some incredible talent present,
including Ricky Lopez, Kyle ‘Egg’ Williams and Jake Galleon.

Once again the venue insisted on strict security measures, and this is something we are going to
have to get used to in the future. Bags were searched on the way in, causing a slight delay, but
everyone seemed to agree it was a small price to pay for a safe event. At least backpacks were
allowed in!

Being at the beginning of July, the show clashed with the England football team's progression
through the World Cup finals, something that could never have been foreseen during the
months of planning leading up to the show. This might have been disastrous for the Expo, but
organiser Sylvia embraced the situation by arranging for that weekend's game to be shown
inside the venue’s bar. With some artists choosing to down tools and join the festivities, it

LEEDS
TATTOO EXPO

3.

1.

Words and pictures by Perry

2.

1.  nick devine, helter skelter   
    tattoo 
2.  james butler & lucy o’connell,
    red tattoo
3.  damian gorski, ushuaia       
    tattoo
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4.

5.

6. 7.

brought another element of fun to the show. And for
the majority who weren’t fussed whether football
was coming home or not, it meant they were able to
continue to work, or just soak up the show’s
atmosphere, without the distraction of cheering and
shouting.

Over the two days of the Expo, many fine pieces
were produced – as could clearly be seen in the
competitions at the end of each day. The winner for
Best of Day Saturday and overall Best of Show was
German international artist Jessica Svartvit with an
impressive linear dotwork T-Rex. Other
entertainment included body piercing and fire
performances from the Circus of Madness, a ‘Mr
Beardy’ competition, several bands playing on the
foyer stage (away from the main hall where the
tattooists were working) and a regiment of Star Wars
characters – including a seven-foot Wookiee - who
invaded the show and could be seen intimidating all
and sundry.

Many of the conventions that have so far taken place
this year have suffered dwindling attendances. I am
very pleased to say that the Leeds Tattoo Expo
successfully bucked that trend. Numbers through the
door were definitely up on previous years, and this
seems to indicate a very healthy (and growing) local
tattoo scene. Sylvia and her team achieved that fine
balance of offering a credible tattoo show with a high
standard of artists alongside a good roster of
interesting entertainment to keep the paying public
happy. The Leeds Tattoo Expo is a great show in a
great city (with restaurants and night life right there
on its doorstep). I would recommend that you get
yourself there next year!
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8. 9. 10.

11.

12.

4.   matt hart, inspirations tattoos
5.   arran burton, fudoshin tattoo
6.   jessica svartvit, 
      tigerstyle tattoo (germany)
7.   little kaja, bathgate tattoo
8.   tom petucco, evil from the needle
9.   kyle shields, empire ink
10. daniele delli gatti, 
      on the road
11. inky joe, five keys
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13. 14.

15. 16. 17.

13.  gibbo, northern reign
14.  matt curzon, 
      empire tattoo (australia)
15.  benjamin laukis (australia)
       & jenna kerr
16.  artist unknown
17.  nush turner, 
      black market tattoo
18.  kyle egg williams, 
      grindhouse tattoo productions
19.  tj fairfax, private studio
20.  theresa vendetta, ushuaia
21.  jessica svartvit
      tigerstyle tattooing  (germany)
22.  circus of madness
23.  debbie jones, broadside tattoo
24.  jessie foakes, goodship 13
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Interviews by Lizzy
images courtesy of Perfect Skin



Over the years many films have featured tattoos and
tattooing, but few of them have touched on the
power dynamic between client and tattooist – and

how a client literally places their body in the tattooist’s
hands. New indie thriller Perfect Skin explores the dark
extremes of this relationship. We were thrilled to be invited
to attend its World Premieré at Frightfest 2018 in London’s
Leicester Square, and before the screening we had a chat
with director Kevin Chicken and producers Fiona Campbell
and Cordelia Plunket.

Perfect Skin has an exciting plot line that may
well make even the most dedicated tattoo
collector feel uncomfortable at their next
session. It tells the story of Katia, a young
Eastern European woman adrift in London,
and her relationship with Bob, an enigmatic
and mysterious tattoo artist – who kidnaps
Katia, intending her to be his muse (and his
canvas) for a final, lasting piece of art. It's a
chilling tale of passion, ambition and obsession.
And it has a great cast, which includes Game of
Thrones star Richard Brake among others. The
film is also very well researched from the
tattoo point of view. It features tattoo designs
by Mo Coppoletta and team, and was shot on
location at Mo’s well known London studio,
The Family Business.
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Kevin Chicken
Director

What made you decide to make a
horror film about tattooing?
I’m a huge horror and thriller fan. One night I
caught a documentary on television about
extreme tattooing and body modification, and
the imagery stayed with me months after
watching it. That became the starting point for
the film and I began to write a sort of
contemporary Frankenstein – only this time
the protagonist's obsession was his art, not
science. Tattooing is integral to every part of
the story.

What is your own experience of
tattoos and tattooing?
I have two small tattoos on my upper arm, and
I’m old enough (and lucky enough) to have
had the first one done by Dennis Cockell at a
time long before tattoos were as popular as
they are today. And yes, I picked the design
from the flash on the wall! If Perfect Skin does
well, I’m going to get one of the designs from
the film on my other arm.

What kind of research did you undertake in making the film?
The usual things that most film-makers would do. I read books, watched documentaries and
hung out at a couple of friendly tattoo studios.

Tell us about working with Mo Coppoletta.
Mo was brilliant right from the start. He read the script, loved it, and jumped straight on
board. The design time we gave him wasn’t as long as we’d hoped, but he pulled a team of
artists together at The Family Business and they created tattoo designs (including a full body
suit) for all the central characters. Mo had the role of creative director for the whole project
and he made sure the tattoo designs reflected the personalities and characters in the story.
Another great way he supported us was allowing us to use The Family Business premises to
shoot all the tattoo studio scenes. Strangely, although I’d never previously been there, his
studio looked exactly like the studio I'd imagined when I was writing the script – even down
to the screen between the reception and the tattooing area.
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Did you give Mo and his team free
rein on the tattoo designs?
I absolutely gave them free rein. There was no
point in me trying to micro-manage Mo once
we’d had our initial meetings. I knew Mo had
got the characters, and when he explained his
concept to me I loved it and let him run with it.

How long did the film take to shoot?
We shot the film in four weeks, but they were
all six-day weeks. We were also forced to
work a lot of nights, in order to make use of
The Family Business premises – so that we
could be out by the time they needed to open
up for work.

Was it difficult to obtain funding for
the film?
It’s a nightmare trying to raise money for an
independent film in this country. It all depends
on your track record as a director – and
who's in the film, of course. Nobody cares
about the script. It took us about five years to
get all the money to go into production. We
were lucky that we had a few investors who
came on board at the beginning and stuck
with us.

Could you explain the role of
Director?
Very simply, the role of the director is take the
script, interpret it into his own vision, and
have a clear idea of how the film should look,
sound and feel. You need to surround yourself
with talent in all departments, cast actors who
will bring more to the characters than you’ve
already thought of, then drive the thing like a
train to its conclusion! It’s all about allowing
people to bring their talent and ideas, but
keeping everything on track.

How do you stay focused?
Staying focused can be the hardest part. But it's all about the team. I think
we all look after each other. When you’re the director, though, you’re
always ‘on’ so you don’t get a moment to flag. I think I left the 
end-of-shoot party embarrassingly early...

What was the high point?
It’s been great meeting people in the world of tattooing and body
modification. I can honestly say they’ve all been really nice to us and
incredibly supportive of the film. Along the way we’ve also had help from
Nikole Lowe and everyone at Good Times Tattoo plus model and hand-
poke artist Grace Neutral, who has a small cameo in the film (as does
tattooist artist/model Courtney Lloyd). All the pre-production we did
with these guys was so much fun, and so interesting.

Who are your biggest
influences in film-making?
My biggest influence has always
been Hitchcock. Psycho was the
first film I fell in love with, and the
first film that made me understand
the role of a director.

What were your intentions
in making Perfect Skin?
I wanted to create an intelligent,
dark thriller – but one that allows
the viewer to see the beauty in
what the character Bob is trying
to create. If people still have
sympathy for Bob at the end, then
we’ve made the right film. I'd like
to say we've made a film that will
make viewers challenge their own
ideas of beauty... and although I
don’t think we’ve actually done
that, if we open those doors a
little, then great!



Cordelia Plunket
Producer

What was it about the story that
drew you to working on Perfect Skin?
When Fi [Fiona Campbell] told me that they
were keen to get this project going, I had only
just finished producing another feature. The
last thing I wanted to do was another film! But
I loved the darkness of the script so much.
Seeing what Katia does in order to survive,
and knowing how visually exciting the film
could be, I knew I wanted to get involved. I
joined Fi and Kevin on the project in time to
help get the money together, and the cast and
crew on board, but Perfect Skin this has been
their baby for many years!

Had you worked with Kevin and
Fiona before?
I’d worked with Fi on commercials previously,
but I’d never worked with Kevin before. Fi and
I made a great producing team and Kevin was
a joy to work with as a director. He knew
exactly what he needed and it was an
incredibly fast-paced shoot.

What exactly is the role of a
producer?
Pulling the whole show together. This involves
working creatively with the director on the
vision of the film and script, raising the money,
finding the best cast and crew, and then
making it all happen. One of the most
important aspect of being a producer is
keeping the cast and crew happy – and it all
generally works well if everyone is kept up to
speed with the daily schedule and
continuously fed! Our cast and crew were all
amazing.

Were there any particular challenges
during filming?
Too many to mention. One of them was the
music. I was given a track to work with from
Liam Howlett of The Prodigy, who loved the
script. We had the idea of embedding it as a
theme throughout the entire film score, which
was created and composed by Dan Bewick.
Liam had the final say on whether he approved
our use of his music – which meant that if he
didn’t like the finished result we would have
had to start the whole process over again and
jettison three months’ work. Luckily he loved
it. (By the way, it needs to be played LOUD!)

What is your own experience of
tattoos and tattooing?
From the age of 18, I lived and worked in
LA (where I think tattoos have been
acceptable for much longer) and most of
my friends were tattooed. So tattoos have
always been the norm for me. I’ve also
worked with many bands such as Rage
Against the Machine, Guns N’ Roses, Red
Hot Chili Peppers, NIN, Marilyn Manson
and of course The Prodigy, who all have
incredible tattoos. I’ve always found it
interesting to see people portraying their
unique visions in the form of their body
art, sometimes waiting years for it to
come to complete fruition, rather like
planting a garden and watching it grow. For
Perfect Skin we were so lucky to work
with Mo Coppoletta and his team. Some
of my favourite designs for Katia were
done by Diletta Lembo; they are huge, and
extremely beautiful, and on both her chest
and her back. We only had a few months
to create all the tattoos for the cast –
which was a ridiculously tight schedule –
so all the artists did an amazing job.

Do you have a favourite moment
from the making of this film?
The wrap party!

So you’re pleased that Perfect
Skin is now a finished product?
Yes, it’s great to see all our hard work
finally on the big screen. We can’t wait for
people to watch it!



Fiona Campbell
Producer

Have you worked with Kevin before?
Funnily enough, yes. We’ve actually been married for 25 years! We’ve worked together a lot, on
commercials and short films.

What is your own experience of tattoos and tattooing?
Every tattoo artist I have ever met has been a lovely person! I’ve got three tattoos, but I’m always
planning to have more – it’s just that I never quite find the time.

With tattooing becoming increasingly mainstream, do you think Perfect Skin
will be received differently from how it would have been, say, ten years ago?

Although tattooing has become much more mainstream – which no doubt helps us with our
target market – I think the subject matter of the film is still as thought-provoking and challenging
as it would have been a decade ago. Even today I think extreme tattooing and body modification
are still quite taboo.

Why did you particularly want to cast Richard Brake?
Richard is a fantastic actor. He has a wonderful ability to make a character come to life on
screen. Also, despite the nature of a lot of his roles, he’s a lovely person and an absolute dream to
work with. He is very giving of his time, experience and artistry.

What did you look for in the
other actors in the film?
For the role of Katia we were obviously
looking for an Eastern European actress –
but more importantly, an actress who was
not afraid to show her vulnerability as well
as her strong side. In Natalia Kostrzewa
we found an amazing up-and-coming talent
who is already being nominated for
awards for her performances. For the role
of Lucy we wanted an actress who could
bring some lightness to what is often a
very dark film. Jo Woodcock manages to
make the audience feel genuine affection
for her character.

What is the most important
aspect of the producer's role?
Keeping calm when all around seems like a
maelstrom, and having a ready supply of
tissues and gin! Seriously, the most
important thing for a producer to do is
bring together the best possible teams to
help realise the vision of the script – from
camera to art department to make-up and
prosthetics, post-production and music. In
this respect, we were blessed when
making Perfect Skin.  If I had room here, I
would thank everyone individually!

Without giving too much away,
what is your favourite part of the
film?
When it becomes clear that Katia, despite
what has happened to her, has obviously
found her inner strength in order to
survive. That to me is a tremendous
moment.

To find out about screenings of
Perfect Skin and see behind-the-
scenes footage, head to
www.perfectskinthemovie.com
Facebook: Perfect Skin the movie
Instagram: @perfectskinthemovie
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Interview and photography by Jenna Kraczek • Makeup by Victor Gonzalez-Baltazar 

This month's cover model is Rachel Avila from
California, who works in aerospace and loves being a
heavily tattooed mom.

Tell us about yourself...
I come from the little town of Wilmington,
California, and I've always been heavily
involved in the art scene. Many of my friends
are tattoo artists and that's how my body art
obsession began. I’m an avid snowboarder, I
train in Muay Thai, and I have three children. I
work as a supply chain manager in aerospace
and my career in that industry has progressed
in leaps and bounds over the last seven years.

How would you describe your overall
style?
I love the retro vintage look. I also live a very
active lifestyle. So I think my style is a cross
between the classics and comfort. Really it's
governed by whatever my mood is on the day!

How did you get into modelling?
I entered a Sullen Angels competition and won
Miss Hootenanny 2011. It was just for fun. I
was a full-time student at the time, with other
goals.

How old were you when you got
your first tattoo?
I got my first tattoo when I was 16.

What was it?
It was a spray can with angel wings, and it was
on the lower right side of my stomach. I liked
the tattoo, but I have now started a huge piece
across my stomach that has covered it up.

Do you have a theme to your
tattoos?
I like the traditional style and lots of colour. I

stay with the same artist so most of my
pieces have the same style regardless of
what the image actually is.

Any particular favourites among
your collection?
I love all of my tattoos. The horseshoe on
my left hand with the banner saying
'Count Your Blessings' is a constant
reminder to do just that. I get asked about
that tattoo a lot.

What was your most painful
tattoo?
Definitely my stomach.

What inspired your chest piece?
I’ve always had a 'Go big or go home'
attitude!

Is your family supportive of your
tattoos?
When I started getting tattooed I was
very young and they thought I was crazy.
But now they accept my tattoo
excessiveness. They understand that it's
just who I am.

Tell us about being a heavily-
tattooed mom.
One thing I can tell you is that being a
heavily-tattooed mom has definitely made
me strive to be the best mom I can be. I
love breaking the stereotypes. My children
are all recognised as gifted – which proves
I must be doing something right. I do get
the occasional judgemental look from

other parents or from the children's teachers,
but that doesn’t bother me much. It's their
problem. I think it allows my kids to learn that
you can never judge somebody by how they
look. My kids don't see physical appearance as
a measure of a person’s value.

Any tattoo regrets?
I have regretted some of my tattoos because
of their quality – not because of the image
itself – but those tattoos have now been
covered or fixed. So no, I don't have any
current tattoo regrets.

Any plans for more ink?
Always! I don't think I will ever NOT have the
next one planned! I want to focus more on my
legs in the near future.

Do you design your tattoos or do
you leave that to your artist?
I come up with the concept, but I shoot it
over to my tattoo artist (and friend) Jon Hall
for him to draw the design. I trust his style, so
a lot of it I leave it to him.

What are you most passionate about
in life? What are your goals?
Being a good partner, being a good mother
and raising good people! Also maintaining a
healthy and fit lifestyle. Eventually I want to
own my own business and make money while
I sleep!

How do we get in touch?
You can follow me on Instagram
@Msgemsherself or contact me at
Gemsherself@gmail.com
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Jacknife is a Bristol-based creative powerhouse with
strong links to the music industry. Captain of the ship is
award-winning animation enthusiast Chris Hopewell,

who has directed videos for Radiohead, The Killers and
Franz Ferdinand among others. He and the other Jacknife
artists also produce extraordinary limited edition screen-
printed posters – including those for the recent Bristol
Tattoo Convention.

Tell us about Jacknife Prints...
We started Jacknife Prints back in 2006 in a spare bit of space we had in our film
studio in Bedminster, Bristol. To begin with, it was something of a sideline to making
music videos, but it quickly grew. Over the years, many different artists have worked
with us, but currently we have Rosie Lea (@rosielea_), Andy Tape Ears
(@tape_ears_art), Shaun Sepr (@sepr), Daniel (@darwindrawin) and Spike
(@spikehopewellart). Stylistically, we're a very diverse group. It's always great to be
together in the studio space and talk through our designs, or discuss inks, paper, etc.
Jo, my girlfriend, is also involved on the organisational side of things. She makes sure
everything runs smoothly. 

What were you doing before Jacknife?
Prior to Jacknife I had my own film company making music videos for the likes of
Radiohead, The Killers, Scissor Sisters, and so on. And before that, I'd been making
fanzines, managing bands, running a pirate radio station and then going to university
to study Animation as a mature student.

Why did you start designing screen-printed band posters? 
On a trip to the South by Southwest festival in Texas in 2006 I visited Flatstock, the
American Poster Institute’s show, and was blown away by the screen-printed gig
posters there. It seemed that this medium could go hand-in-hand with making music
videos – something very tactile and hands-on that we could do in our downtime. It was
like an extension of what we were doing already, and we could also make use of our
contacts in the music world.

Interview by Lizzy Guy 
Pictures courtesy of Jacknife
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What's the secret of good poster design?
Quite simply, it has to look like a gig poster – a
poster for a show.  It has to capture the essence
of that band at that moment, and have a theme
or a look that sums up that band’s live show.  

What was your first design?
My first screen-printed design was for the Young
Knives and I based the print around a video I
made for them. Printing it was a process of real
trial and error, as none of us had been formally
trained and we were really just winging it! Back
in those days we used to print as big as we
possibly could and this print was A1 size and a
total pain in the arse, but we learnt a lot from
doing it. 
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What is the particular appeal of screen-printing?
The physicality of the process. Mixing the inks, choosing the paper – it's back to
basics and very satisfying. I always enjoy seeing what started on the computer
becoming a physical thing.

And is that also why you choose to print by hand rather than digitally?
I think it’s good to print by hand because there’s less to go wrong – and it's down to
you to troubleshoot and make sure things go right. We’ve recently been offering
screen-printing classes here, and it’s really enjoyable to share the process with
others. 

How do you develop your designs and source your imagery?
We always get the necessary permissions from the band or their management of
course, and they usually give us complete freedom, but we do go back to them for
their approval at different stages of the design. I’m inspired by all kinds of things
(...just not in the usual places, like art galleries or art books!) Movie posters are a
particular inspiration for me – the older the better. They are so good at capturing
the essence of something in just one image. And I love the fonts you find in 1950s
and 1960s B-movie artwork. I rarely find inspiration online. It’s usually more a case
of seeing something while I'm out and about doing my thing. It could be a colour, a
font, some weird packaging in the supermarket...
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Are you influenced by any
particular artists?
I don’t know whether I’m influenced by
any individual artists... I’m probably
more influenced by printed ephemera –
stuff like vintage packaging and branding
(I love old matchboxes!) and the movie
posters I mentioned – but I guess if I had
to name one artist who has definitely
inspired me over the years it would be
Jamie Reid. His stuff is so raw. He uses a
lot of found images which he subverts to
suit his own artistic purposes.  

Do you work more on your own
stuff, or on commission?
That's a good question to ask. The
balance between the two is very
important. It takes a while to get it right,
and lots of artists become very
disillusioned if they get it wrong. It’s easy
to end up just banging out work that
you’re not really connected with, but
commissions are of course often more
lucrative than producing original work
for yourself. I would say I currently spend
about two months of the year doing
commissions. Obviously as you become
more successful as an artist, you’re in the
privileged position of being able to be
pickier about what you take on. 

And talking of success, you recently won
Best Animation at the 2018 Berlin Music
Video Awards (for Run the Jewels, ‘Don’t
Get Captured’)…
Yeah, awards are the icing on the cake.
It’s great when the work you do is
appreciated, and it’s really flattering to
be recognised artistically like that. We
were unable to attend the ceremony itself
as we were filming Father John Misty at
the time, but we got the whole crew
together and filmed an acceptance
speech on the animation set.
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So tell us about Jacknife Films.
Jacknife Films came about in 2017. I'd
stopped doing film work at the time and
was concentrating entirely on the print
side of things, but I met up with long-time
Radiohead collaborator Stanley
Donwood and he got me drunk on cider
and persuaded me to do the video for
Radiohead's 'Burn the Witch' (thirteen
years after I'd directed the video for
'There There'!) I asked Jacknife artist
Rosie Lea if she'd like to produce the
video and that's when we formed
Jacknife Films. Rosie has produced all the
Jacknife films to date. We also have a
great director of photography in the form
of Jon Davey.

What's the appeal of stop-motion
filming?
I love animation, and the good thing
about stop-motion is that everything you
see on screen is there by design. You
have total control over these tiny worlds
that you create. And I love making stuff –
so I do lots of the model making. It’s
great getting a gang of people involved,
working within a time-scale, all of us
doing our thing. 

You've recently finished a video
for Father John Misty. What was
your favourite part of the process?
The video for 'Please Don’t Die' took
thirty-one days from start to finish and
the whole thing is a bit of a blur! It’s the
fourth music video we’ve done recently,
and the second one for FJM (the other
two were for Radiohead and Run the
Jewels). Building the sets is always my
favourite part; creating something
tangible that started off a picture in your
head. We filmed the whole thing in a
barn on a farm just outside Bristol, so it
was also lovely to spend a bit of time in
the country and not be shut away in a
dark room.
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How do you work with your clients
and their ideas?
I like it when we're left entirely to our own
devices and the trust is there. That said,
we’re also really happy when clients have
cool ideas or ways in which they want to
collaborate. We’ve been so lucky with the
artists that we work with. They totally go
with our vision and often don’t ask to see an
edit until the film is complete.  The
Radiohead 'Burn the Witch' promo was
made in just fourteen days and the band
saw nothing until the video was finished. It’s
great to have that level of trust as it means
you can just get on and do it without having
to constantly go through the approval
process. 
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Can you divulge any details of
Jacknife films currently in the
pipeline?
There are two projects in the
development stage. One is a feature-
length band biopic with a whole bunch
of animated sequences within the live
action, and the other is a short stop-
motion animated film for a kids’ charity. 

A final question: If you could design a poster for any band or musician
(dead or alive), who would you choose?
That’s a real tough one to answer. We recently designed some prints in collaboration
with the Colston Hall, an iconic Bristol venue, for bands who have played there over
the years, such as Joy Division, Iggy Pop and Portishead. That was a great project.

Jacknife
61 Old Market Street
Bristol
BS2 0EJ
www.jacknifeprints.com
info@jacknifeprints.com
Tel 07913 636298
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GALLERY
Please send gallery submissions to 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk.  NR7 0AU.
Email pictures to gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk images need to be 300 resolution

sofie simpson, nala tattoo

becky foster, 
rude boy studios

lee ganley, buzzin guns tattoo sneaky mitch, dock street

steven mostyn, 
memories & mischief tattoo

(germany)
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glen carloss, 
ladies & gentlemen tattoo studio

leon calvert,
the tattoo station

simon gunn, 
northern glory tony blue, shamanic tattoo studio fibs, red rocket (usa)
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inky joe, five keys

sean guthrie, sailor max tattoo parlour

chris sutton, flaming art craig ridley, tattoo workshop
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noon (france)

dale mcgovern, sorry mum studio

frances joyce, modern body art
robert sedgebeer, 
sorry mum tattoo

dan robson,
jd tattoo
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jack peppiette, insider tattoo

kaja novsak, fht bathgate

jack peppiette, insider tattoo

annabelle luyken doc price

matt hunt, modern body art
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dave valentine,
artistically engineered tattoos

mark ford,
jolie rouge

yvonne heartmann, caffeine tattoo
(poland)

darby, golden times atelier
(germany)

lauren roberts, 
adara tattoo collective
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aiden rose

jasmin wright lauren coley, nala tattoo

If you go into any tattoo studio, chances are at least one
of the artists is going to be using Cheyenne products. The
company burst onto the scene in 2007 and has since

revolutionised the way tattooists work with rotary
technology. Their products are shipped worldwide (their
manuals are written in sixteen different languages) and
include limited editions as well as regular off-the-shelf
products. Modern day developments in tattoo equipment
have understandably met with resistance in some quarters
but, like it or loathe it, Cheyenne represents a new wave of
technology that is here to stay. We were excited to be
invited to the recent Factory Day at their Berlin
headquarters where, in a group of sponsored artists and
suppliers' representatives, we were able to see exactly
what goes on behind the scenes. And it wasn't what we
expected...

A VISIT TO THE FACTORY

Words and photos by Lizzy • Additional images supplied by Cheyenne



The Cheyenne brand is part of MT.DERM
GmbH, specialists in the field of
permanent cosmetics for both the beauty
industry and medical applications. It was
over ten years ago that the first
Cheyenne machine, the Hawk, came on
to the market. Complete with cartridges,
the technology really revolutionised
ergonomics and comfort in the world of
tattooing.

Ten years on, and here we are at the
Cheyenne factory for a celebration of the
company's success. The day itself was
lovely – the sunshine beamed down, the
bubbles flowed freely and the buffet was
delicious – but aside from the social
aspects, we were there to see how the
products are made and what really goes
on behind the scenes! 

It was great to see so many of
Cheyenne’s sponsored artists there,
including Randy Engelhard, Remis and
Julian Siebert, who had come to see how
their favourite tools are made. Many of
Cheyenne's artists are realism specialists,
but the company has no particular style
criteria and is looking to bring on board
artists in other styles too. It was a
pleasure to meet up with Russ Abbott
and Theresa Sharpe at the factory day.
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I need to be frank here. When I got on
the plane to Berlin that morning, I wasn't
expecting to see much more than a fairly
conventional factory with conveyor belts
and rows of robot arms. There’s an
assumption that a lot of big brands are
entirely mass-produced and I couldn’t
help but have this in the back of my
mind. I’m so pleased to say that for once
in my life (haha), I was wrong. 
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Our factory tour started with Cheyenne
Pens. There was certainly some
impressive looking large-scale machinery,
but my preconceived idea of what this
particular factory was going to look like
couldn’t have been further from the truth.
Whilst all the Pen's various components
are factory-made, the tattoo machines
themselves are hand-finished. And as I
walked from the manufacturing area to
the finishing area, I saw employees sat at
their desks hand-assembling every
product. The attention to detail was really
rather meticulous; nothing was rushed or
overlooked. This, I realised, is what artists
mean when they say, “You get what you
pay for.” Furthermore, each finished
machine is then tested. Every single one
of them is run for one hour, with its
voltage, sound and temperature carefully
checked. 
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After a short break, basking in the sun
and talking to artists and suppliers, it was
on to the next tour – cartridge
production. Naturally, hygiene is
paramount so we were all supplied with
protective clothing, hairnets and beard
covers before being led through to the
lines. In comparison to the machine-
making area, it was much quieter and
cooler here (a blessing in the 30+ degree
heat). The needle grouping and packing
was mesmerising to watch, as they
started off as single ‘pins’ of metal which
were transformed into tattoo cartridges
before our very eyes. Once again, I was
amazed to see the very personal

attention to detail in the production
process, especially when witnessing
workers individually checking every
needle grouping! 

As the day drew to a close, tributes were
paid to one of Cheyenne’s late
employees, Konrad Lackner, who sadly
died last year. He was clearly held in
great affection by a number of those
present and, with his sister in attendance,
special gifts of limited edition tattoo
machines were handed out. It just goes to
show, whether it's a big company or an
individual business, there's a tattoo family
to be found everywhere.

www.cheyennetattoo.com
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Vincent Zattera tattoos at Bloodline in Castelfranco
Veneto, Italy. His tattoos burst with energy and he
uses an astonishing, super bright colour palette –
and he can put a New School twist on anything. 

What do tattoos mean to you?
I first encountered tattoos when I was studying art in high school and I fell in love
with them! I'm passionate about art in all its many different guises, and I see
tattoos almost as another form of painting on canvas. A tattoo can tell a person's
life story, or it can simply be a decoration for the body.
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Can you remember when you first decided to become a
tattooist? 
I can't recall the precise moment I decided to start tattooing. It just
happened! I started from zero, and entered the tattoo world whispering... 
I did a good old-fashioned apprenticeship (which unfortunately seems to be
an extremely rare path nowadays) then slowly found my own way.

Have there been any pivotal moments in your career?
Yes. When I went to the States, my work changed completely. My way of
thinking about things changed too. It was like getting a positive slap! A big
boost. Many places have influenced me during my career, but there's been
nothing else like that. 

Which other artists have influenced your style?
There are heaps of artists who have influenced my style – Joe Capobianco,
Timmy B… and many, many more. Communication with other artists is
crucial to my work. Not only New School artists, but those who work in
different styles too. It gives me a fresh perspective, and enables me to notice
things from a point of view I might otherwise have missed. I don't want to
get stuck in a fixed way of seeing things.
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How do you come up with your designs?
They're my personal way of seeing and interpreting the objects I represent. I can
transform an object but keep a sense of reality in the colours and details. This way
of representing things comes very naturally to me, and I'm pleased that it seems to
generate positive feedback from the people who see it. The initial consultation with
the customer is always very important to me, because I need to understand what
he or she wants to express through the tattoo. Starting from this basic chat, I can
then create a special and very personal piece for them – something that belongs
to them, but results from my interpretation. For me, this is how every good project
begins.

What is it about New School that appeals to you?
New School is a distorted vision of reality. It gives me the chance to exaggerate
subjects in order to put my personal twist on them.

Glass and transparent liquids often feature in your work... 
Yes, they're a very interesting thing to tattoo. I enjoy playing with reflections,
movement and density.

Do you work from light to dark, or vice versa?
I usually go from dark to light, and then back to dark spots again. I'm a bit
chaotic!



Your colour palette is super bright.
Are you loyal to one brand of ink?
I do think my colours gives my tattoos
something extra. I use only World Famous
inks. They're easy to put into the skin, they
look awesome and the colours don't change
as time goes by. I'd definitely recommend
them to anyone. They're the best.

Tell us about your equipment.
I use an FK Irons Direkt 2. That's my
favourite weapon! I like it because it's direct
(as the name suggests). The bar is mounted
directly on the eccentric, which gives the
tattoo machine a unique stroke. It's also very
well balanced. The motor is powerful and it
works constantly, with no ups and downs.
Perfect for lining, and absolutely fantastic for
colour saturation.

Many of the pieces you do are small
one-shot tattoos. Do you ever do very
large pieces?
I normally do one-session tattoos, but I've
recently started to work on larger scale
projects – full sleeves for instance. I'm
enjoying the process of designing bigger
pieces, and being able to work with a wider
vision.

Within your work, what's the biggest
challenge for you?
This is something that's different for every
artist. It's a very personal thing. Everyone
has their favourite subjects, or things they
don't like doing so much. For me, I don't like
to draw or tattoo human faces.
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Do you spend much time drawing?
It's absolutely fundamental for me. I cannot imagine tattooing
without the drawing process. I spend hours doing it. I lose track
of time. It's like I'm kidnapped by the charm of it.

Do you use digital technology as part of the drawing
process?
I started to use the iPad Pro only recently. It's definitely quicker
than drawing on paper; you can do things in the blink of an eye.
On the other hand, you lose the warm feeling of good old classic
drawing.
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Are conventions, and travelling,
important to you?
Tattoo conventions are fantastic, and every
event has its own unique atmosphere.
Travelling is very important to me. I meet
other artists and I get fresh ideas. And there
are new things to see all the time – even the
smallest details of a city catch my eye, such
as a picturesque narrow lane or a hidden
alleyway... Also, when I'm abroad I can
somehow express my art more freely. People
seem to be more receptive to my work, and
they give me more space to be creative. I'm
not particularly aware of any limitations
when I'm at home in Italy – I always just try
to be myself artistically – but these cultural
differences become apparent to me when
I'm travelling.

What are your hopes and
expectations for the future?
Everything and nothing! Constant growth –
both personally and professionally. I want to
develop as an artist, and I also want to
develop the studio where I work. I really like
the idea of creating an active, dynamic
space where artists can grow together and
experience real synergy. That’s the way to
add fuel to every artist's fire.

And how do you see your own work
developing?
I'm adding more graphic elements to my
tattoos, and mixing that with the classic New
School style that I've been doing so far. I'm
a volcano full of ideas! The most important
thing is experimentation. You need to find
fresh solutions and avoid the danger of
slipping into a boring routine (which can be
fatal for any artist).
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What are the best and worst things about
tattooing?
The best thing is the feeling of creating something. You
start from an idea, or a thought, and through your skill
as an artist you transform it into a real tattoo. The dark
side of tattoos? I haven't found it yet!

Bloodline Tattoo
Via Roma 30
Castelfranco Veneto
Italy
Tel +39 340 463 2674

For appointments, email vincent.zat@live.it
@diamondtattoocastelfranco
@vincentbloodlinezattera
www.facebook.com/vincent.zattera
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Krakow, Poland’s second city, is very old and very beautiful. Located in
the south of the country, near the border with the Czech Republic,
it’s a popular tourist destination. And it also hosts Poland’s largest

tattoo event! Now in its 13th year, 2018’s Krakow Tattoofest featured more
than 300 artists from all around the world.

A very nice touch was the St Mary’s Trumpet Call announcing the start of the event. This is a
traditional five-note fanfare that is sounded every hour, on the hour, from the top of the tower
of St Mary’s Church in Krakow (from windows facing north, east, south and west) and is even
broadcast at noon on the radio. Its historical origins are a bit of a mystery, but it certainly
provided a special moment at the start of the day – with all the artists set up and ready, just
waiting for the signal to begin tattooing!

This is the place to get a real appreciation of Poland’s vibrant tattoo scene. Some two hundred
of the artists at Tattoofest were from Poland itself, and there was a wide range of work on show
– all the usual tattoo genres, plus some very individual creative styles too. They were joined by
more than a hundred artists from abroad. Poland’s neighbours Hungary, Germany and the Czech
Republic were of course well represented, and many tattooists came from countries further
afield as well. It goes without saying there was some high calibre work produced during the
weekend. (And the artists’ VIP area, with traditional Polish food, soft drinks, pizza and freshly
made sushi, certainly didn’t hurt.)

TATTOOFEST
KRAKOW

Words and pictures by Kamil

 1.    tomek kolucki, 
      ink-ognito tattoo (poland)
2.    levgen, voice of ink (poland)
3.    marcin pawlus, 
      dwa sledzie (poland)
4.    tomasz tofi torfinski, 
      ink-ognito tattoo (poland)
5.    pimto, cykada
6.    aleksandra kozubska,
      ladne rzeczy tattoo (poland)

1.

2.

3.



4.

5.

6. 7.
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Tattoofest included three interesting
educational offerings. ‘Sak Yant’ practitioner
Reusi Bahlancadra shared his knowledge of
this sacred Thai tattoo practice; ethnographic
specialist Tobiasz Targosz gave a seminar on
Far Eastern facial tattoos; and Mateusz Kanu
gave a presentation about traditional Japanese
tattooing, with his “living gallery” of models. In
between the tattoo competitions on stage
there was a full programme of entertainment
(including with games and competitions for
the audience) and away from the tattooing
area, there was a kids’ zone and a gallery full
of great artwork. Outside there were custom
bikes and skateboards to enjoy, plus space to
relax, music to listen to, and a really nice
selection of catering trucks serving street
food and alcohol – with the amazing weather
making everything even more fun.

The tattoo competitions were of course an
awesome sight, as was to be expected. This
year, however, Tattoofest’s organisers also
decided to include a Worst of Show category!
Lots of people have tattoos they regret,
tattoos they’re no longer so happy about, or
tattoos that are just plain ugly, but there was
no need to feel ashamed or hide them away
here. You could parade them on stage and
maybe even win a prize, sponsored by Błędy
Młodości

So that was Tattoofest 2018. Check out
convention.tattoofest.pl for the full details, and
roll on next year!

7.

8. 9.

10.
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7.  hubert napiorkowski,
     monochrom (poland)
8.  polish dan, 
     true colour sanctuary
9.  anrijs straume
10. lukasz smyku, 
     dead body tattoo  
     (poland)
11.tomasz tofi torfinski,
     ink-ognito tattoo 
     (poland)
12.levgen,
     voice of ink (poland) 
13.krisztina, 
     marius jucan
14 & 15. yarson, 
     yarson tattoo
16.oliwia daszkiewicz, 
     zmierzloki (poland)

11. 12.

13.

14. 15. 16.
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17. 18.

19. 20. 21.

22.
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17.  lukasz smyku, 
      dead body tattoo (poland) 
18.  monika malewska, 
      zmierzloki (poland)
19.  marcin insekt polak, 
      totem studio (poland)
20.  max pniewski, southmead
21.  katusza kwiatkowska (poland)
22.  eugenios simopoulos (greece)
23.  szymon szumala, 
      golden watch tattoo (poland)
24.  jarek pobieda 
      19th circle tattoo (poland)
25.  maurycy szymczak, 
      kamea tattoo (poland)
26 & 27. maggie piu art gallery (poland)
28.  timur lysenkon (poland)

23. 24. 25.

26. 27. 28.
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Tor Ola Svennevig of Ihuda Tattoo in Norway is well known for
his Norse designs and runic script (he famously created a huge
eagle tattoo for Einar Selvik, front man of Norwegian Viking-
inspired band Wardruna). So it comes as a bit of a surprise to
learn that he's also published a book on early 20th century
Norwegian sailors' tattoos. But, as he tells us here, that was just
the start of his journey into tattoo history...

“Actually, it was sailors' tattoos that first got me into tattooing,” he tells me. “When I was a
kid, I was fascinated by the old guys' blue arms!” But it was the realisation that this was tattoo
history – and that with each sailor who died, a part of that history was being lost – that made
Tor Ola decide to start documenting the tattoos and the stories that went with them. And
through that extraordinary project he became something of an expert on 19th and early 20th
century maritime tattooing. 

Words: Dirk-Boris • Photos: As credited

tor olasvennevig’sVoyageof
Discovery
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He began by contacting organisations such as
the Norwegian Seafarers' Union, who put him
in touch with retired sailors he could
photograph and interview. He also took the
direct approach of simply asking people he
met on the street if they'd like to be
photographed whenever he saw someone who
looked like they had the right kind of ink.
“Many of the old sailors were very happy that
somebody was interested in them and their
stories, but others were reluctant to participate
in the project because they were unsure of my
motives and didn't know if I was serious about
wanting to hear about their lives. But these
conversations were very important to me,”
explains Tor Ola. “I wanted to understand
what these guys had to say. For me, it was a
way of learning about my late father's
generation. When they told me where they'd
travelled, where they got their tattoos and what
they'd experienced along the way – man, that
was so exciting!”

It took several years to gather all the
material for the book. A crucial aspect was
finding out about the meanings of all the
tattoo designs, which of course Tor Ola
was able to learn first-hand from the
sailors themselves. For instance a swallow
on your chest meant you had clocked up
five thousand sea miles; and Neptune on
your back meant you had crossed the
Equator. “In the era of the sailing ships,
there was a strict set of rules governing
who was entitled to wear each particular
design,” explains Tor Ola, “and the sailors
stuck to these rules. If you'd have gotten
yourself a Neptune tattoo, but never
crossed the Equator... well, there would
always have been someone who knew that
you didn't deserve it.”  Intriguingly, these
rules of entitlement reflect the kinds of
rules you also find in tribal cultures, where
tattoos signify particular achievements or
positions in society. “And maybe that's not
so surprising,” Tor Ola continues, “when

Flash by Amund Dietzel. Source: Solid State Tattoo, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Tattooist Ole Hansen. Source: Sjöhistoriska Museum, Stockholm, Ole Pedersen
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you consider that the whole tradition of maritime tattooing originated from the
sailors' contact with the indigenous people of the Polynesian islands. It wasn't
only the tattoo techniques they copied, but also the system regulating who was
allowed to receive the designs. And you have to keep in mind that for the
sailors, these designs also had a protective function. Superstition would have
prevented them adorning themselves with motifs they weren't entitled to
wear.”

Flash by Tattoo Andy

Harry Per Engen, interviewed for 'Norwegian Sailors' Tattoos', 
photo Elin Hansson

Flash and stencils by Johan Fredrik Knudsen. Source: Terje Knudsen
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So in the 19th and early 20th centuries, you
could often read from a sailor’s skin about the
experiences he'd had at sea. “And this kind of
thing doesn't really exist anymore. I miss it in
today's tattoo scene,” says Tor Ola. “The rules
got forgotten in the postwar years. Tradition
didn't play such an important role in tattooing
in the 1950s and 1960s. You could – and of
course still can – get a sailing ship tattooed
without ever having been to sea or served on
such a ship. And that means, in fact, that most
of the sailors from the generation I interviewed
were already romanticising the earlier Golden
Age of sailing ships. Although that's not to say
that all the designs had lost their value,” Tor
Ola continues. “One of the most popular that I
saw was the 'Sailor's Grave'. Mariners have
always been very superstitious and even
during and after World War II, this tattoo was
believed to keep you from drowning.”

“There were famous tattooists in major
harbour cities all over the world. In
Copenhagen it was Ole Hansen, in Hamburg it
was Herbert Hoffmann, and then there was
Johnny Two Thumbs... and Tattoo Jack, of
course, who was renowned for his bright
colours. There are some photos in the book
showing tattoos by him, and you can see that
the colour is still there! Each tattooist had his
own recipe for ink, and sometimes they would
even produce low quality stuff just to sell to
their competitors...” Tor Ola goes on to explain
how the seafarers of past generations also
played an important role in exploring other

Whalers tattooing themselves. Source: Hvalfangstmuseet, Sandefjord.

Flash and stencils by Johan Fredrik Knudsen.
Source: Terje Knudsen
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tattoo cultures and bringing new tattoo ideas
back home with them. “Some came back from
Pacific voyages completely tattooed in the
Polynesian style; others got pilgrim tattoos
from the Holy Land, hand-poked tattoos from
India, or magic tattoos from Algeria.” All of
which has fed into the development of today's
diverse tattoo scene.

But Tor Ola's research didn't stop there. He's
now working on his next book, which is about
Norwegian tattooist Johan Fredrik Knudsen.
Whilst Knudsen’s name might not be familiar
to us today, he played a major role in early
20th century Scandinavian tattoo history and
has influenced many tattooists (including the
American legend Amund Dietzel, who was
born in Norway in 1891).

It was while he was working on Norwegian
Sailors' Tattoos that Johan Fredrik Knudsen's
grandson got in touch with Tor Ola. He'd heard
about the project, and thought his grandfather's
work might be of interest. “He showed me
four books with Knudsen's own hand-drawn
designs. There were lots and lots of stencils
too, and he also had Knudsen's tools and
machines.” It was a real treasure trove, and 
Tor Ola knew he had to embark on some
serious research about this man. “My editor
and I rapidly made the decision that we needed
to do a separate book on Johan Fredrik
Knudsen. It's going to be big – partly because
of all the flash and stencils. It's very exciting to
work with this material that nobody has seen
since the War. Knudsen died in 1948, but he
stopped tattooing in the 1930s.” Knudsen's
grandson told Tor Ola that there had been even
more books at one time, but only these four
had survived. Nevertheless, Tor Ola must have
felt a little like an archaeologist opening the
newly-discovered tomb of an Egyptian
pharaoh! 

“Johan Fredrik Knudsen was born in 1885
and came from Fredrikstad in the south of
Norway, which is also where my studio is
based today.” Tor Ola tells me. “He was a
ship's carpenter and had dockside jobs in
many different places too – including New
York, South Africa and in the Caribbean –
but from 1900 until about 1935 he was
also working as a tattoo artist. He tattooed
both by hand and by machine, so he's an
important representative of this time of
transition.”

Knudsen worked as a tattooist all over the
world, and Tor Ola has spent a lot of time
delving in the archives of harbour
authorities and shipping companies,
looking for clues about his career (in crew
listings for example). “In Knudsen's books
of designs, the prices are given in sterling,
American dollars and African pounds –
and the international nature of his work is
reflected in the designs themselves too.

Photo of Amund Dietzel. Source: Solid State Tattoo, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Flash and stencils by Johan Fredrik Knudsen. Source: Terje Knudsen
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There's a Brooklyn fireman's helmet,
references to the Boer War in South Africa,
and all sorts of pirate imagery,” he tells me. In
a way, these hand-drawn designs are little like
a diary, telling us where Knudsen went and
what he saw. “And you can get a good idea of
the fashions of the time,” adds Tor Ola, “from
the women's clothing and hairstyles, and the
men's moustaches! There's a clear Japanese
influence in his work too,” continues Tor Ola,
“although this was probably learned or copied
from someone else, as we don't think Knudsen
ever visited Japan himself. His machines, on
the other hand, can be traced back very easily.
He bought them in 1905 from tattooist Joseph
Hartley in Bristol.”

It's fascinating to learn that Knudsen was
obviously making a good living from his
tattooing. Tor Ola has looked at his tattoo
prices in terms of their contemporary 'buying
power' and he would certainly have been
bringing in enough money to support himself
and his family. He definitely wasn't a poor
man. “And his father and grandfather were
seafarers too,” adds Tor Ola, “so there is a
possibility that they were also tattooists... but
we can't be sure of that yet.” 

Johan Fredrik Knudsen's family are proud that
his work is now achieving recognition. For
decades, nobody even imagined his designs
would be regarded as an important historical
resource of such value to the tattoo world. His
grandson was six years old when Knudsen
died, but he still remembers his grandfather
telling the stories of his travels around the
world while sketching pictures for him.
“Sadly, these particular pictures are now lost,
but from what his grandson has told me it's
very clear just how important visual
communication was for Knudsen. Now he's
the subject of his very own book, which I think
is richly deserved!” says Tor Ola.

And what's next for Tor Ola? Well he's
currently following up another very intriguing
avenue of research which links all his
historical interests together. In talking to the
old sailors, he found that very often they used
different, unfamiliar words for tattooing –
terms that were in common usage when they
were young, but have now all but disappeared.
And this led him to think again about the
Norse sagas that he'd read. Surprisingly,
tattooing isn't mentioned once in those ancient
tales... but Tor Ola feels this could perhaps be
due to something being 'lost in translation',
because he has now discovered that some of
the actual words used by the sailors he
interviewed do in fact occur within the saga
texts. (He compares this to the way, in
Japanese, the words for “carving” and
“engraving” can also mean “tattooing”.) So is
there a possibility that tattoos and tattooing did
in fact have a place in ancient Norse culture?
Always keenly interested in pursuing any line
of enquiry where tattoo history is concerned,
Tor Ola is now working with several museums
to re-examine and re-evaluate artefacts in their
collections that may actually be tattooing tools
but have hitherto not been identified as such.

Helge Kolstad, interviewed for 'Norwegian
Sailors' Tattoos', photo Elin Hansson
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So Tor Ola Svennevig's historical research has
already taken him on quite a voyage of
discovery – but he tells me this is only the
start. “Step by step, with each of my books,
I'm going deeper into the past,” he says. I
wonder what nuggets of hidden tattoo history
he will be uncovering next! 

Norske Sjomannstatoveringer / Norwegian
Sailors’ Tattoos
By Tor Ola Svennevig, Marit Sunnana
Aalrust and Elin Hansson
Published by Magikon Forlag
Bilingual edition (Norwegian/English)
ISBN 9788292863657

Ihuda Tattoo
Nygaardsgata 30
1607 Fredrikstad
Norway
Tel +47 938 14 401
www.ihudatattoo.com
ihuda@ihudatattoo.com

Sailors, Source: Sjöhistoriska Museum, Stockholm, 
Karl Heinz Hernried
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Lettering is one of those tattoo styles that has to be
absolutely right. The subtlest of changes can give the
tattoo a whole different feel, or even a different

meaning. For successful lettering, it's not only your tattoo
techniques that need to be spot-on; you also need to
understand how to construct and design a typeface, and
how to use the proportions, spacing and positioning of
the letters to best effect. Making a word into something
visually stunning is an art form in itself – as can be seen
in the work of rising lettering star Niorkz Meniconi.

Niorkz surprises me from the get-go by telling me he's only been tattooing for five
years. “When it comes to anything creative or practical, I'm definitely a quick
learner,” he admits. Born and raised in Chile, he came to the UK in 2004 to
improve his English and study graphic design at university. It wasn't his original
intention to become a tattooist at all.

Interview by Lizzy • Photos courtesy of Niorkz
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“It was my friends back home who got me into tattooing,” he
explains, laughing. “One of them told me he knew I could do it, and
asked me to tattoo his ribs! I did, but honestly it was a complete
mess. You can imagine all the lines on something that size... So I was
a bit put off the idea and came back to the UK to carry on with my
course at uni. But that friend really believed in me, and he sent me
my first tattoo machine, from Chile, in the post!”

To have someone who believes in you to that extent is something
special. Niorkz agrees. “From that point on I kept thinking about the
possibility of tattooing,” he continues, “and I started watching videos
and researching tattoo styles.” He practised on his friends, and on

his brother, then eventually began working in a shop.
“But being self-taught is difficult,” he confesses,
“because you do things the way you think they should
be done... which isn't always correct. As soon as I
started tattooing real customers, I realised I was doing
a lot of things completely wrong. But I was keen to
learn. I wanted to do everything the right way, and I
also wanted to learn to tattoo in different styles.”
Different styles? “Yes. When I started, I was doing
colourful neo-trad stuff, plus black and grey, and more
illustrative styles as well. The lettering just came
naturally to me when people asked for names and so
on. I think I’ve always been quite good at it. We had a
£20 minimum charge for a computer-based font, or
customers could pay a little extra for a one-off piece,
and I used to suggest ideas that they might like.”



I remark that Niorkz's tattoos show a real
understanding of how lettering works. “I
think I know what you mean” he says. “I
did typography for one of my modules at
uni. And the graffiti helps too. I started
doing that about ten years ago.” Does
he still do much graffiti? “Every now and
then, when I get time”, he smiles, “but it's
not the kind of thing you can easily earn
a living from.” [Check out his recent work
at the Bankside Gallery Hull.]

I ask Niorkz to tell me who has inspired
him along the way. “BJ Betts has been a
major influence. His sketchbooks have
played a huge part in my development,”
he tells me. “Jack Rudy too, and of
course I love people like Norm and Big
Meas. And a lot of the Australian guys.
They’re killing it right now! But there are
also a number of typographers that I
deeply admire. Looking at their work,
studying their use of spacing and so on,
has helped me broaden my own style.”

I ask about the challenge of making
lettering look 'unique'. “It is difficult,”
Niorkz replies, “because every different
version of a letter originates from the
same basic character. But there's actually
a lot of creative freedom in what I do.
You need to have the skeleton of the
letter of course, but once you’ve got that,
you can do whatever you want with it.
Take the letter 'A', for example. It's
essentially three lines, but you can easily
add to it or alter it. You can put the
centre line lower, or higher, or change it
altogether. You can give it flames, curls,
whatever. It will still be an 'A', but you’re
making it your own. As long as it still
resembles an 'A', you can be as free as
you want.”
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“There are definitely some letters and
words that are comfier to tattoo and
easier to work with creatively,” Niorkz
continues, “either because of the way
they look, or because you can play with
them more freely. Some letters can’t be
changed too much without them looking
like something else altogether - an 'F'
turning into an 'E' for instance.” There is
of course a style of typographic tattoo
that is more 'art-based' than 'text-based',
in which the wording itself may not be so
straightforward to decipher. I ask Niorkz
if legibility is important to him. “It's
entirely down to the customer,” he
answers. “If they give me the option to
do my own thing, I might do something a
little crazier and it might be only them
and myself who can read it. Many
people want something simpler though.”

Niorkz is known for freehanding his
lettering directly onto the customer. I ask
him to tell me more about his design
process. “For lettering I invariably draw
on paper (although I tend to use an iPad
for other styles). I doodle at home, and
I’ve got a small book that I always draw
in. I never use a stencil for lettering
because I think freehand flows more
smoothly on the body and fits better with
all the shapes and curves. The body isn’t
flat. And all bodies are different!  I've
always freehanded my lettering, and the
process has evolved as I’ve progressed.
When you do it every day, it gets easier
and easier.”
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“Sometimes I draw out the design for
the customer,” he continues, “if they
want to see what it's going to look like
first. But I’m very lucky in that most of
my customers give me free rein. They're
usually very open to suggestions. We
just go with it. Whether it’s a single
letter or a big piece, I always give it my
all because I want the customer to like
it. At the end of the day, my name is
associated with that tattoo and I want
the work to speak for itself.” 

In the short time in which he has been
tattooing, Niorkz has already built an
international reputation for his
typographic tattoos. Numerous other
tattooists have been influenced by his
work. Although he is a lettering
specialist, he is able to tattoo in various
styles and like many artists, he is critical
of the current trend for new tattooists to
specialise so early on in their careers. “I
don’t think it’s a good thing,” he tells me.
“If you're just learning one style, then
you're not learning anything else. I
mean, I’m blessed that I can specialise in
lettering, but that's not all that I do. I do
a lot of black and grey, and I also have
customers from when I first started who
sometimes want me to do colour. I’ll do
whatever they ask me for, because at the
end of the day they're paying my bills
and I need to respect that! I want to be
versatile. If somebody asks me for tribal,
I want to know that I can pack the black
in solidly; or if I'm doing black and grey,
I want to know that the shading will be
smooth. I don’t want to turn people
away, saying 'I don’t know how to do
that'.” And Niorkz has the skill set to
incorporate whatever techniques his
designs require. “I like old-school whip-
shading, for example,” he tells me,
“because it’s the same thickness as if you
were doing it on a piece of paper, and I
can achieve that 'sketchy' look.”  
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Good tattooists never stop wanting to learn, and this is
definitely the case with Niorkz. “I love reading and
studying, and thinking about how I can build and
progress my lettering work,” he tells me. “I'm always
learning something new, or trying to do things in
different ways. I like watching other people tattoo,
talking to them, seeing how they do things. That's why I
enjoy travelling and doing conventions. It's a real eye-
opener, seeing all the styles, meeting new people,
watching everyone tattooing in so many different ways.
It was a huge deal for me to be able to work London
and Paris, especially as those shows are by invitation
only. For me, getting tattooed is really important too –
and asking questions about what the artist is doing. It's
all extra knowledge. I want to be able to communicate
to people that lettering isn't just lettering!”     
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With his first sketchbook sold out, and
another currently in progress, I ask
Niorkz if he feels he has a role in
teaching other tattooists how to do
lettering? “I'm happy to offer advice,
or show people what I do – not
everything though, because you
never tell people everything! – and
it's nice to pass on tips, but I've still
got so much to learn myself. I’ve been
asked to do seminars, but I don't feel
ready for that yet...” This shows a
remarkable depth of humility. “I think
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you have to be humble,” Niorkz says,
“and let things happen in their own time.
Eventually it always pays off. So many
people are now coming into this industry
seeking fame and recognition rather than
just wanting to be good artists.” 

So does Niorkz feel that tattooing is
getting too big for its boots, so to speak?
“There's definitely a bubble, and that
bubble is going to burst,” he says,
popping his cheek to illustrate his point.
“You can charge whatever money you
want, but will you get paid? Will you be
working every day? That’s the thing. If
you can do it then great, but…
Personally, I try not to take things so
seriously. I'm busy, and that's nice. I get
the odd cancellation, but that’s normal

with any job; even dentists get
cancellations. I have a reserve list,”
he continues, in his softly spoken
Spanish/northern English accent, “but
if the space can’t be filled I just enjoy
my day!”

Niorkz
Creative Vandals
36 George Street
Hull
HU1 3AJ
01482 227 996
Instagram: @niorkz
niorkztattoo@gmail.com
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IN FOCUS
In these pages we showcase a small selection of work from a group of artists working together. This month: 
Storyville Tattoo, rear of 80 Lordship Lane, access vis Ashbourne Grove, East Dulwich, SE22 8HF
Tel 020 8693 6080 • www.storyvilletattoo.com • info@storyvilletattoo.com
To have your studio featured,  please send examples to: 
In Focus, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, NR7 0AU, UK
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UK CONVENTIONS

2nd September
Staffordshire Tattoo Gathering
Kings Hall, Kingsway, Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffordshire, ST4 1HH
www.instagram.com/staffordshiretattoogathering

28th-30th September
The International London Tattoo
Convention
Tobacco Dock, 50 Porters Walk
London E1W 2SF
www.thelondontattooconvention.com

29th-30th September
Buckley Ink Tattoo Convention
The Tivoli, Andover Road, Cheltenham,

19th-21st October
Midlands Tattoo Industry Show
Athena Leicester, Athena, Queen Street
LE1 1QD Leicester
www.midlandstattooindustryshow.co.uk

27th-28th October
Cambridge International Tattoo
Convention
Guildhall Place, 1-6 Corn Exchange St, 
Cambridge, CB2 3QF
www.facebook.com/cambridgetattoocon

27th-28th October
Halloween Tattoo Bash
Wolverhampton Racecourse
Gorsebrook Rd
Wolverhampton WV6 0PE
http://www.halloweentattoobash.co.uk

11th - 12th November
East Coast Tattoo Expo
Highfield Grange Holiday Park
London Road
Clacton-on-Sea, Essex CO16 9QY,
www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

2019

6th April
Portsmouth Tattoo Fest
Portsmouth Pyramids Centre
Clarence Esplanade,
Portsmouth PO5 3ST
www.tattoofest.co.uk

20th April
Maidstone Tattoo Extravaganza
Detling Showground, 
Detling Hill, Maidstone, Kent
www.maidstonetattooextravaganza.co.uk

26th -28th April
The Big North Tattoo Show
Metro radio Arena
Arena Way, Newcastle Upon Tyne
www.bignorthtattooshow.co.uk

OVERSEAS
CONVENTIONS

14th-15th September
Kaiserstadt Tattoo Expo
Tivoli Eissporthalle Aachen
Hubert Wienen Straße 8
52070 Aachen, Germany
www.kaiserstadt-tattoo-expo-aachen.com

14th – 16th September 
Galway Tattoo Show
Lough Atalia Rd, Galway, H91 CYN3
www.galwaytattooshow.ie

Montreux Tattoo Convention
21th – 23rd September 
Av. Claude-Nobs 5, 1820 Montreux, 
Switzerland
www.montreuxtattooconvention.ch

5th-7th October
Florence Tattoo Convention
Fortezza Da Basso, Florence, Italy
www.florencetattooconvention.com

5th-7th October
Cezanne Tattoo Convention
Arena du Pays d’Aix, 
Chemin des 3 Pigeons, Aix-en-Provence,
France
www.conventiontattooaix.fr

13th-14th October
5th Balkan Thessaloniki 
Tattoo Convention
Block 33 - Creative Space 26is Oktovriou 33,
Thessaloniki 546 27, Greece
www.thessalonikitattooconvention.gr

25-27 October
Nordic Ink Festival
Arena Nord, Harald Nielsen Plads, 
Frederikshavn, Denmark
www.inkfestival.dk

3rd-4th November
St Etienne
Palais des Spectacles 31 Boulevard Jules Janin,
42100 Saint-Étienne, France
www.facebook.com/tattoo.convention.
saint.etienne

8th-9th November
Brussels Tattoo Convention
Tour & Taxis
Avenue du Port 86,
1000 Brussels, Belgium
www.brusselstattooconvention.be

2019

18th-20th January
Goa Tattoo Festival
Tito’s Pub, Baga, Goa, India
www.facebook.com/goatattoofestival

15-17 February
Mondial du Tatuage
Parc de la Villette
211, avenue Jean Jaurès
75019 Paris
www.mondialdutatouage.com

9th-10th March
Rotterdam Builders 
Tattoo Convention
Maassilo, Maashaven Zuidzijde 1-2, 3081 AE
Rotterdam, The Netherlands
www.unitedconventions.com

CONVENTION CALENDAR
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REGIONAL DIRECTORY
Find the best studios near you, If you own a world class studio and would like to be included
in our directory simply call 01603 958062 or email totaltattoo@totaltattoo.co.uk
for more information. Alternatively you can write to:
Directory, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU UK

SCOTLAND

Aberdeen Tattoo 
Collective
80 Rosemount Viaduct, Aberdeen
AB25 1NU
Tel no: 01224 635672
aberdeentattooco@gmail.com
www.aberdeentattooco.com

Bold and Gold
238 Leith Walk, 
Edinburgh EH6 5EL
Tel no: 0131 6290171
boldandgoldart@gmail.com
www.boldandgoldart.com

Body Piercings by Nathan
202 George St, Aberdeen
AB251BS
Tel no: 01224 642347
Instagram: @Nathanhague85

FHT Bathgate
46 Hopetoun St, Bathgate 
EH48 4EU
Tel no: 01506 654442
fhtbathgate@gmail.com
www.fhtbathgate.co.uk

Empire Ink
11 East Fountainbridge, Edinburgh
EH3 9BH
Tel: 07540 290234
Email: 
www.empire-ink.co.uk

Forevermore Tattoo
202, Hope Street, Glasgow. 
G2 2UG
Tel no: 01413329340
Email:
forevermoretattoo@gmail.com
www.forevermoretattoo.co.uk

Inkdependent
56 Dalry Rd, Edinburgh 
EH11 2BA
Tel no: 0131 623 6565
inkdependenttattoos@gmail.com
www.inkdependent.eu/

Insider Tattoo
89 Henderson St, Edinburgh 
EH6 6ED
Tel no: 01315546083
info@insidertattoo.com
www.insidertattoo.com

Main Street Tattoo
116 Main St, Wishaw 
ML2 7LU
Tel no: 01698 355877
mainstreettattoo@live.co.uk
Instagram: @mainstreettattoo

Richards Tattoo Studio
3 Trinity Quay, Aberdeen 
AB11 5AA
Tel no: 01224 575599
info@richardstattoo.com
www.richardstattoo.com

Semper Tattoo Studio
7 Grass Market, 
Edinburgh EH1 2HY
Tel no: 0131 4660370
sempertattoo@gmail.com
www.sempertattoo.com

NORTH EAST

Heavy Duty Tattoos
38 Tubwell Row, Darlington.
DL11PD
01325484432
heavydutytattoos@gmail.com
www.heavydutytattoos.co.uk

High Bridge Tattoo
15 High Bridge, 
Newcastle Upon Tyne. NE1 1EW
Tel no: 01912619473
dean@highbridgetattoo.co.uk
Instagram:
@Highbridgetattoo_ncl

Northside Tattooz
25 Station Road, Whitley Bay.
NE26 2QY
Tel no: 0191 2971327
hash@northsidetattooz.co.uk
www.northsidetattooz.co.uk

Northside - The Private
Rooms
2 - Basement, Bewick Street, 
City Centre, 
Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 5EF
Tel no: 0191 221 0328
low@northsidetattooz.co.uk
www.northsidetattooz.co.uk

Masamune Tattoos
29 Front Street
NE16 4EA
Tel no: 0191 488 6222
masamunetattoos@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/
masamunetattoos 

Triplesix
24 Fawcett Street, 
Sunderland. SR1 1RH
Tel no: 01915656665
Contact through Facebook: 
triplesixstudios666

YORKSHIRE AND
THE HUMBER

Black lantern Studio
4 Marshall Avenue, Bridlington, 
East Yorkshire, YO152DS, UK
Tel no: 01262 674045
Blacklanternstudio@gmail.com
FB: black lantern tattoo studio
Instagram @blacklantern_tattoos-
tudio

Electric Kicks
17 Front Street, Pontefract. 
WF8 1DA
Tel no: 07725029567
electric.kicks@hotmail.com
FB: Electric Kicks Tattoo Studio
Instagram: @electric.kicks.crew

Follow Your Dreams
The Forum, 
127-129 Devonshire St, 
Sheffield S3 7SB
Tel: 07851 800848
Tachotattoo@yahoo.com
Instagram: @fydtattoo

Fun House
140 Sheffield Rd, Barnsley 
S70 1JH
Tel no: 01226 779595
nigelkurt1@gmail.com
www.nigelkurt.com

Sacred Electric Tattoo
2-3 Mill Hill, 
Leeds LS1 5DQ
Tel no: 0113 242 5553
Sacredelectrictattoo@gmail.com
www.sacredelectrictattoo.com

Ultimate Skin
33 New Briggate, 
Leeds LS2 8JD
Tel no: 0113 244 4940
ustattoo@gmail.com
Instagram: @ultimate_skin

EAST MIDLANDS

Embody Tattoo 
(handpoke and machine tattooing)
7 Canal  Street, Derby. DE12RJ
Tel no: 01332986920
embodytattoo@mail.com
www.embodytattoo.co.uk

Epona Art and Tattoo
Waterloo Yard, King St, 
Southwell NG25 0EH
Tel no: 01636 815771
theresatattoo@btinternet.com
www.eponatattoo.com

Fat Fugu
24 Fish St, 
Northampton NN1 2AA
Tel no: 01604 630557
info@fatfugu.com
www.fatfugu.com

Scarlet Rose
21 High St, 
Milton Keynes MK16 8AR
Tel no: 01908 618388
joe@scarletrosetattoo.com
www.scarletrosetattoo.com
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Second Skin
77 Ashbourne Rd, 
Derby DE22 3FW
Tel no: 01332 242688
info@secondskinstudio.co.uk
Instagram: @secondskinderby

Uptown Tattoo Studio
4 woodgate, Leicester, LE3 5GE
Tel no: 01162 251661
uptowntattoostudio@gmail.com
www.uptowntattoostudio.com

EAST OF ENGLAND

Braintree Tattoo Studio
148 Coggeshall Rd, 
Braintree CM7 9ER
Tel no: 01376560633
info@braintreetattoostudio.co.uk
www.braintreetattoostudio.co.uk
Churchyard Tattoo
14 Churchyard, 
Hitchin SG5 1HR
Tel no: 01462 338781
cytattoo@gmail.com
Instagram: @churchyardtattoos

Cult Classic Tattoo
32 North St, 
Romford RM1 1BH
Tel no: 01708730500
cultclassictattoo@gmail.com
www.cultclassictattoo.com

Electric Punch Tattoo
Unit 4, the Pavillion,
Tower Centre, Hoddesdon 
EN11 8UB
Tel no: 01992447756 
info@electricpunchtattoo.co.uk 
www.electricpunchtattoo.co.uk

Five Keys Tattoo
21-23 St George Street, 
Norwich. NR3 1AB
Tel no: 01603762636
fivekeystattoo@gmail.com
www.fivekeystattoo.com

Indigo Tattoo and Piercing
2 Lower Goat Lane, 
Norwich, Norfolk NR2 1EL
Tel no: 01603 886143
www.indigotattoo.co.uk
indigotattooandpiercing@gmail.com

Immortal Ink
39 - 43 Baddow Road,
Chelmsford, CM2 0DB
Tel no: 01245 493444
contact@immortalink.co.uk
www.immortalink.co.uk

Red’s Tattoo Parlour
123a High Street
Colchester, Essex
CO1 1SZ
Tel no: 01206 766606
www.redstattoo.co.uk

LONDON

Dharma Tattoo
529 Roman Rd, 
London E3 5EL
Tel no: 020 79988008
info@dharmatattoo.co.uk
www.dharmatattoo.co.uk

Family Business
58 Exmouth Market, 
Clerkenwell, 
London EC1R 4QE
Tel no: 02072789526
info@thefamilybusinesstattoo.com
www.thefamilybusinesstattoo.com

Frith Street
18 Frith Street (basement), Soho,
London W1D 4RQ
Tel no: 020 7734 8180
frithstreettattoo.london@gmail.com
www.frithstreettattoo.co.uk

Fudoshin Tattoos
158 George Lane, 
London E18 1AY
Tel no: 020 8989 6144
fudoshintattoos@hotmail.com
www.fudoshintattoos.com

Happy Sailor Tattoo
17 Hackney Rd, 
London E2 7NX
Tel no: 020 7033 9222
Email: Via website
www.happysailortattoo.com

Inksmiths Of London
8 Chequers Parade, Eltham,
London SE9 1DD
Tel no: 020 8617 3338
Inksmithsoflondon@gmail.com
Instagram: @InksmithsofLondon

Kilburn Original Tattoo
175 Kilburn High Road, Kilburn,
London. NW6 7HY
Tel no: 02073723662
info@kilburnoriginal.com
Instagram: @kilburntattoo

Leviticus Tattoo Emporium
170 High Road (Cuthberts Alley)
Loughton, Essex, IG10 1DN
0208 502 4029
leviticustattoo@hotmail.com

www.leviticustattooemporium.co.uk
Instagram: @leviticustattooemporium

New Wave Tattoo Studio
157 Sydney Road, Muswell Hill, 
London N10 2NL
Tel no: 02084448779
lalhardy@hotmail.co.uk
www.newwavetattoo.co.uk

Old Habits Tattoo
364 Kingsland Road, 
London. E8 4DA
Tel no: 02036090931
oldhabitstattoo@gmail.com
www.oldhabitstattoo.com

Seven Doors Tattoo
55 Fashion St, Shadwell, 
London E1 6PX
Tel no: 020 7375 3880
sevendoorstattoo@gmail.com
Instagram: @sevendoorstattoo

Through My Third Eye 
342 Hornsey Road, 
London. N7 7HE
Tel no: 02034172552
throughmythirdeye@outlook.com
www.throughmythirdeye.com

SOUTH EAST

All Or Nothing Tattoo and
Piercings
12 Church Street
Witham
Essex CM8 2JL
Tel no: 01376 519602
Email :aontattoo@outlook.com
www.aontattoo.com

1770 Tattoo
4 Little East Street 
Brighton BN1 1HT 
Tel no: 01273710730
info@1770tattoo.com
www.1770tattoo.com

Death’s Door Tattoo
13-16 Vine Street, 
Brighton. BN14AG
deathsdoortattoos@gmail.com
Instagram: @deathsdoortattoo

The Church Tattoo
11 Church Road 
Redditch B97 4AB
Tel no: 01527 759852
thechurchtattoo@hotmail.com
Instagram: @thechurchtattoo

Higgins and Co
69 Terminus Road,  Above 

Coffee Republic, 
Eastbourne BN21 3NJ
Tel no: 01323 301973
higginsandco71@gmail.com
www.higginsandcotattoo.co.uk

Scribbly Head @Electric
Buddha
32-36 Plains of Waterloo,
Ramsgate CT11 8HX
Tel no: 01843 855041
scribbly_head@hotmail.com
Instagram: @scribbly_head

Rising Phoenix Tattoo 
6 High Street, 
Leighton Buzzard. LU7 1EA
Tel no: 01525217121
studio@risingphoenixtattoo.co.uk
www.risingphoenixtattoo.co.uk

Valhalla Tattoo
215 High Street, Bromley, 
Kent. BR11NY
Tel no: 02083139470
info@valhallatattoo.co.uk
www.facebook.com/valhallatat-
too215

SOUTH WEST

Crow Quill
63 Bedford Pl, 
Southampton SO15 2DS
Tel no: 023 8034 0058
instagram: @thecrowquill
www.thecrowquill.co.uk

Needle and Fred Tattoo
22 High St, 
Littlehampton BN17 5EE
Tel no: 01903 733622
needleandfred@live.co.uk
Instagram: @inkfred

North Gate Tattoo
13 Northgate St,
Bath BA1 5AS
info@northgatetattoo.com
www.northgatetattoo.com

Purple Rose Tattoo
56 Staple Hill Road, Fishponds, 
Bristol, BS16 5BS
Tel no: 01173 300123
purplerosetattoo@hotmail.co.uk
www.purplerosetattoo.co.uk 

WALES

Dexterity Ink
Unit 9 Indoor Peoples Market
LL13 8  Wrexham
Tel no: 01978 447100
www.facebook.com/DexterityInk
TattooStudio09
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Physical Graffiti
124 City Road, Cardiff. 
CF24 3DQ
Tel no: 029 2048 1428
pgct@hotmail.co.uk
Instagram: @physicalgraffititattoos

Stronghold Tattoo
2nd floor Hugh St Chambers
Cardiff, CF10 1BD
Tel no: 07943 981671
www.strongholdtattoo.com

WEST MIDLANDS

Cosmic Monsters 
Incorporated
Mitre House, the courtyard
27 The Strand, Bromsgrove
B618ab
Tel no: 07863 135814
cmitattoo@gmail.com
www.cmi-tattoo.com

Dark Horse Collective
33 Boldmere Rd, 
Sutton Coldfield B73 5UY
Tel no: 0121406 1635
www.darkhorsecollective.com

Nala Tattoo & Piercing
Studio
81 Bolebridge Street 
B79 7PD Tamworth
Tel no: 01827 68353
contact@nalastudio.co.uk
www.nalastudio.co.uk

NORTH WEST

All Style Tattoos
28 Crellin Street
Barrow in Furness
LA14 1DU 
Tel no:  01229 838946
Email: allstyletattoos@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/allstyletat-
toosbarrow

Aurora Tattoo
Sultan of Lancaster, Brock St, 
The Old Church, Lancaster 
LA1 1UU
auroratattoo@hotmail.co.uk
www.auroratattoostudio.co.uk

Bold As Brass Tattoo
Charleston House, 12 Rumford Pl,
Liverpool L3 9DG

Tel no: 0151 227 1814
boldasbrasstattoo@gmail.com
www.boldasbrasstattoo.com

Inkden Tattoo & Piercing
Studio
50 B Coronation Street, 
Blackpool FY1 4PD
Tel:07957 021702
inkden.tattoo@gmail.com
www.inkdentattoo.co.uk

Marked for life
45 High Street, (Winpenny house)
Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 1SB
Tel no: 01642 641235
tattoomfl@gmail.com
www.marked-for-life.com

Sacred Art Tattoo
497 Barlow Moor Road, Chorlton,
Manchester.  M21 8AG
Tel: 0161 881 1530
tattoo@sacredarttattoo.co.uk
www.sacredarttattoo.co.uk

Skin Kandi Tattoo Studio
50a Westfield Street, St Helens
Merseyside WA10 1QF

Tel no: 01744 734699
skinkandi@hotmail.co.uk
www.skinkandi.co.uk

True ‘til Death
13 Whalley Road
BB51AD Accrington
Tel no: 01254 433760
Email: via Facebook – True ‘Til
Death Tattoo
www.accringtontattoo.com

IRELAND

Yakuza Tattoo
41 michael Street
Waterford, Ireland
Tel no: +353 51 852 621
Email: soydantattoo@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/
YakuzaTattooStudio






